Following the suggestion that hydrogen-rich compounds, and, in particular, silane (SiH 4 ), might be high-T c superconductors at moderate pressures, very recent experiments have confirmed that silane metallises and even becomes superconducting at high pressure. In this article, we present a structural characterization of compressed silane obtained with an ab initio evolutionary algorithm for crystal structure prediction. Besides the earlier molecular and chainlike structures of P2 1 =c and I4 1 =a symmetries, respectively, we propose two novel structures with space groups Fdd2 and Pbcn, to be stable at 25-55 and 220-250 GPa, respectively. According to our calculations, silane becomes metallic and superconducting at 220 GPa in the layered Pbcn structure, with a theoretical T c of 16 K. Our calculations also show that the imaginary phonons of the recently proposed P6 3 generate the Pbcn structure. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.102.087005 PACS numbers: 74.70.Ad, 74.10.+v, 74.25.Jb, 74.62.Fj Soon after the BCS theory for superconductivity was established, the race towards room-temperature superconductivity started. Applying the BCS theory to hypothetic metallic hydrogen, Ashcroft realized that a very high-T c was plausible [1], placed by current precise calculations in 240 K at 400 GPa [2] . Nevertheless, 70 years after metallic hydrogen was predicted [3] , it still is an elusive goal of physics [4] .
Soon after the BCS theory for superconductivity was established, the race towards room-temperature superconductivity started. Applying the BCS theory to hypothetic metallic hydrogen, Ashcroft realized that a very high-T c was plausible [1] , placed by current precise calculations in 240 K at 400 GPa [2] . Nevertheless, 70 years after metallic hydrogen was predicted [3] , it still is an elusive goal of physics [4] .
The quest for metallic and superconducting hydrogen got renewed interest with the discovery of the relatively high superconducting T c in lithium [5] under pressure. Furthermore, it has been recently suggested that hydrogen-rich compounds should retain a high-T c while lowering the threshold pressure for metallization, due to chemical precompression caused by heavier elements [6] . Group IV hydrides are obvious candidates, as according to the Goldhammer-Herzfeld criterion these compounds should metallize at moderate pressures. Theoretical [7] and experimental [8] work on methane has been so far unsuccessful, while theoretical predictions in germane [9] and stannane [10] have been more fruitful. However, silane has been the subject of most theoretical and experimental research so far.
There has been an ongoing theoretical discussion on the metallic transition of silane below 100 GPa [11, 12] , and even some predictions on T c have emerged [11, 13] . Although silane is a molecular crystal and an insulator up to at least 25 GPa [14] , recent experiments have found that silane forms a metastable metallic and superconducting phase above 60 GPa [15] , with a maximum T c of 17.5 K [16] . However, the superconducting structure reported, P6 3 , is unlike any other previously predicted [11] [12] [13] .
The breakthrough of superconductivity in a hydride, together with the discrepancy of previous theoretical works with the experimental results, has prompted us to thoroughly analyze compressed silane using ab initio methods coupled with evolutionary structure prediction algorithms.
Stable and most competitive metastable structures of silane under pressure have been obtained with the ab initio evolutionary algorithm USPEX [17] [18] [19] . This approach has been successfully used in the study of other materials at high pressure, e.g., [9, 20, 21] . The underlying ab initio structural relaxations have been performed using density functional theory (DFT) [22, 23] using the PBE exchange-correlation functional [24] as implemented in the VASP code [25] . Raman spectra, lattice dynamics, and electron-phonon coupling have been computed with QUANTUM-ESPRESSO [26] . The pressures and compact structures studied here do encourage the use of the allelectron PAW method [27] .
As silane has been seen to evolve from a molecular crystal to polymeric chains under pressure, we have performed structure prediction simulations at 40, 70, 150, and 300 GPa, with 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 SiH 4 molecules per unit cell. In our evolutionary simulations, each generation consisted of 20-70 structures (increasing with system size), the first generation being random. Each subsequent generation was produced from the lowest-enthalpy 60% structures of the preceding generation; in addition, the lowest-enthalpy structure always survived into the next generation. The variation operators used for producing offspring included heredity (60% structures), lattice mutation (30%), and atomic permutation (10%). Structural relaxations and enthalpy calculations were done with Monkhorst-Pack
week ending 27 FEBRUARY 2009 0031-9007=09=102(8)=087005 (4) 087005-1 Ó 2009 The American Physical Society meshes with resolution better than 2 Â 0:06 A À1 . The most stable structures at these pressures have been studied further with increased accuracy between ambient pressure and 250 GPa. Grids denser than 2 Â 0:025 A À1 and a 600 eV energy cutoff have been used to perform the more accurate calculations.
In the lower pressure range, between 10 and 25 GPa, the most stable structure of those analyzed is the experimental one, with symmetry P2 1 =c [14] . At 25 GPa, we have a pressure-induced structural transition to a phase of symmetry Fdd2 (depicted in Fig. 1 ), which is thermodynamically favored over the P2=c structure, predicted using random sampling [12] for this pressure range, and remains stable up to 55 GPa. Actually, at 26.5 GPa, both x-ray [14] and Raman spectra [15] have identified a phase transition to an unidentified structure that up to 32 GPa coexists with the P2 1 =c, which is in agreement with the Fdd2 phase being stable above 25 GPa. From the electronic point of view, the band gap [28] has a drastic reduction at the phase boundary, and in the Fdd2 structure, the gap keeps decreasing from 2 to 1 eV in its pressure range of stability. The presence of such small gap might explain the strong changes in the optical properties at 27-30 GPa observed by Chen et al. [15] , where silane begins to become black until the entire sample was observed to turn completely opaque, but not metallic, at 31.6 GPa. Parameters describing the orthorombic Fdd2 structure are listed in Table I . The silicon atoms occupy the 8a orbit, while hydrogen lies in two different 16b orbits. This arrangement has Si atoms in the sixfold (distorted octahedral) coordination, with two H atoms at 1.46 Å , two at 1.57 Å , and two at 1.63 Å , so that the average Si-H bond length is longer than the Si-H distance in the free molecule, 1.47 Å . This is the first nonmolecular phase of silane. The minimum H-H distance is 1.66 Å . The fact that the shortest Si-H distance is similar to the Si-H distance in the free molecule explains why from experimental Raman spectra [15] it was concluded that silane remains molecular in the pressure range 25-55 GPa. Actually, the presence of such short Si-H distances allows one to consider the Fdd2 phase as still displaying a partially molecular character. Further confidence in this structure is gained by examining its Raman spectrum. Our calculations reproduce the extremely large peak seen at 2200 cm À1 , as well as the two smaller surrounding peaks, in [15] . We also predict a strong peak at 1400 cm À1 , not shown in [15] but characteristic of the spectrum shown in [16] . The rest of the Raman intensities are much smaller. Our calculations also reproduce the small peaks at 1100 cm À1 , but similar predicted peaks at 800 cm À1 are not seen experimentally. Lattice dynamics calculations also confirm the stability of this phase.
As shown in Fig. 2 , at 55 GPa there are four competitive structures (Fdd2, I4 1 =amd, P2=c and I4 1 =a) with the same enthalpy. It must be noted that the latter three structures share the presence of Si-H-Si chains and are radically different from the semimolecular Fdd2. Above 55 GPa, the Fdd2 structure undergoes a significant change, as the second neighbors of H atoms are no longer H but Si and, therefore, increasing the pressure will not just compress the structure but favors the formation of polymeric Si-H-Si chains and makes unavoidable the transition to the I4 1 =a phase [12, 16] , which remains stable up to 220 GPa. Furthermore, although the Fdd2 structure is no longer preferred at higher pressure, above 70 GPa, it also undergoes significant changes and no longer displays any characteristic of a molecular crystal, but confirms the tendency to polymerization. This structural change implies a drastic reduction of the gap to around 0.65 eV at 55 GPa, which remains constant at just above 0.5 eV from 50 to almost 220 GPa. We recall that experiments [15, 16] observe metallization in a metastable phase at much lower pressures. Interestingly, although most available low-enthalpy candidates at around 70 GPa (P2=c, I4 1 =a, I4 1 =amd, C2=c, Pbcn) are no longer molecular and the arrangement of H atoms in the Si sublattice shows a preference for more 
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week ending 27 FEBRUARY 2009 087005-2 compact and polymeric-like structures, all the thermodynamically relevant structures are insulators. This changes radically at 150 GPa. At this pressure, most competitive structures display a metallic alloy character instead of a polymeric-like, with two clear exceptions: the I4 1 =amd structure, which can be described as hydrogen tetrahedra sandwiched between silicon layers, and the I4 1 =a structure displaying the double Si-H-Si chains. Both of these structures remain insulating and the gap of the preferred structure also remains almost constant in this pressure range, in agreement with previous calculations [12] .
On the other hand, the P6 3 structure [16] proposed for the superconducting silane from x-ray measurements between 50 and 150 GPa, significantly deviates from the structures analyzed above and, although our calculations confirmed that it is metallic in the whole pressure range studied, is plagued with issues that place heavy doubts on its feasibility. Its enthalpy is always more than 1 eV=molecule higher than that of the reference P2 1 =c structure in the whole pressure range and, according to our calculations, the experimental atomic positions and lattice parameters are far from local equilibrium, with very large forces on the atoms (over 1 eV= A). Furthermore, the stress tensor computed at fixed structure is strongly nonhydrostatic ( zz À xx % 10 GPa) and corresponds to much higher pressure (220 GPa) than the experimental one (120 GPa in [16] ). As seen in Fig. 3 , the experimental EOS is in very good agreement with the theoretical one as long as the insulator path is taken (P2 1 =c, Fdd2 and I4 1 =a) but the agreement with the EOS determined in [16] for the metallic phase is extremely poor-even the EOS of the P6 3 structure of [16] , when relaxed, deviates from the EOS proposed in [16] . This difference in volume is much larger than the typical DFT error. It must be pointed out that none of the competitive structures found in this pressure range, including P6 2 and P3 1 2, are able to reproduce the experimental diffraction pattern observed in [16] . So although the proposed P6 3 structure is dynamically unstable and relaxes into the Pbcn structure proposed here as stable over 220 GPa, we believe a more profound difference exists at around 100 GPa. Given the difficulty to locate hydrogen atoms, it is possible that both the experimental EOS and diffraction pattern might be even related to a possible partial dissociation of silane due to a reconstructive phase transition occurring at around 55 GPa.
We believe that the key factor of this anomalous behavior observed in silane is located at 55 GPa, where the enthalpies of many competitive structures converge (Fig. 2) . Analyzing the evolution with pressure of the distance to the third neighbor allows us to conclude that silane is changing from partly molecular to fully polymeric at 55 GPa, and suffers a thorough change. The energetically favored transition Fdd2 ! I4 1 =a is reconstructive, and may involve a high activation barrier. At room temperature (used in experiments reported in [16] ), a loweractivation path is followed instead, leading to a metallic metastable phase that might retain some structural similarity with the Fdd2 phase.
In the high pressure range, as seen in Fig. 2 , insulating tetragonal I4 1 =a eventually gives way to a new metallic structure. Although the C2=c structure found here differs from the previous one [12] in a rearrangement of two of the hydrogen orbits into a general orbit, making it slightly more favorable, a new structure of symmetry Pbcn is preferred. This new structure becomes favorable at 220 GPa, marking the threshold at which, according to our calculations, silane adopts a metallic ground state. This structure is not only more stable than Cmca silane [29] , but can also arise from the dynamic instabilities of the proposed P6 3 structure. The Pbcn structure shows an interlayer alloylike atomic arrangement, with slightly displaced almost square Si layers and H atoms lying in the interlayer spaces of the structure. Regarding the atomic distances, even at 220 GPa, the closest H-H distance is 1.35 Å , far from the dimer length (0.74 Å ). Hinting the possibility of a metallic alloy, it is very similar to the Si-H distance, this being 1.475 Å . Given the layered character of the Pbcn structure and the high concentration of H atoms, it is likely that this structure might display electronic similarities to pure metallic hydrogen not seen in previously proposed structures. To better compare with experiments, the electron-phonon calculations have been performed at 190 GPa. The phonons and the spectral function are depicted in Fig. 4 . The resulting value of is 0.58. This value is not very high, but the high ! log caused by the hydrogen vibrons helps yield a T c of 16.5 K after using a typical value of ? ¼ 0:13, according to the Allen-Dynes formula [30] . This is in very good agreement with the experimental temperature of 12 K recorded at that pressure. The use of the evolutionary algorithm USPEX [17] [18] [19] allowed us to find lower enthalpy structures than those found in previous studies where chemical intuition [11, 29] or a simple random sampling search [12] were used for structure search.
